
Genomics and bioinformatics - Exercises Unix  
 
Download and install to your computer the ssh client MobaXterm, available from 
http://mobaxterm.mobatek.net/download-home-edition.html 
 
Login to dna.biomedicine.gu.se using your account information (username and 
password) 
 
Once you are logged in: 
 
Use 
 
dna% w   
 
to see who has logged in and what they are doing. 
 
Make a new directory in your home directory 
 
dna% mkdir exer 
 
Copy the files in /home/tore/genomics/ to the directory you just created: 
 
dna% cp -r /home/tore/genomics/* exer 
 
Move to that directory 
 
dna% cd exer 
 
and use 
 
dna%  ls -al  
 
to see what files you have. 
 
Q1. Which file is the largest one? 
 
Do any of the files seem to be sequences in a fasta format (i.e. where the first 
line starts with the > character)?  Use for instance: 
 
dna% head *  
 
to find out. If there is a lot of output to the screen you can use  
 
dna% head * | less  
 
to see one page at a time. 
 



To make sure you are able to edit files: Use an editor like gedit to change the 
contents of the file notes.txt : 
 
dna% gedit notes.txt 
 
Save the changes that you have made in the file notes.txt. 
 
Q2. Unix command cat : What is the command to use if you were to combine the 
contents of the file notes.txt and the file gi_numbers1 into one new file with the 
name all.txt ? 
             
Make a copy of the file notes.txt with the name notes_copy.txt 
 
Q3. What will be the effect of the  command  below?  
 
dna% cat notes.txt >> notes_copy.txt   
 
Q4. What is the command to use if you want to see the last lines of the file 
human.blastx? 
 
Extract the 4th and 5th columns of the file snp and save these in a new file. 
 
Q5. What is the command to be used for the above task? 
 
Make a sort of the snp file, based on the information in the column with the 
heading "class".  
 
Q6. How many different classes are there? 
 
Q7. The second column has information about chromosome. Suggest a suitable 
command to identify all unique names in that column.  
 
Q8. What files in the directory contain the string "sapiens"? 
 
Q9. In how many lines does the word "sapiens" occur in the file brca1.fa? 
 
Q10. Suggest a "find" command that finds all files with extension .fa and reports 
the lines that contain "sapiens" in these. 
 
Q11. Same command as in the previous task, but modify it so that instead  the 
number of lines containing "sapiens" is reported.  
 



Unix and NGS files 
 
The file 1.fastq contains sequence reads and one sequence has the following 
appearance: 
 
@HWI_ST139_178:2:43:13940:141578#0/2 
GCATGATGGCTCATGCCTGTAATCCCAGCACTTTGGGAGATGAAGGGGGG... 
+ 
EDCCDC>C:>.:EFE?GFGBF?EFADEEEED=FBDDFGDGGFEFGFDEGG... 
 
Q12. How useful are  these methods of counting the number of sequence reads 
in the fastq file 1.fastq ? 
 
1) wc -l 1.fastq  
2)  grep ^@HWI 1.fastq | wc -l 
 
 
Q13. How many sequences are there in the file other.fastq ? 
 
SAM is one format of alignment of reads to a reference genome. Consider the 
SAM file some.sam. Exam the first lines of this file with the less command.  
 
Q14. How many reads from chromosome 12 are in the some.sam file?  
 
ClustalW 
 
Modify the contents of the file brca1.fa using the editor gedit so that you are left 
with only the first eight sequences in that file. Then produce a multiple alignment 
using clustalw2.  
 
Q15. What is the command used to do the clustalw2 alignment? 
 
Inspect the clustalw2 alignment file with extension .aln using the unix utility less. 
Also inspect the tree (with extension .dnd) using the program njplot.  
 



BLAST 
 
Take the sequence in the file rundc2.fa and carry out a blast search against the 
database  /dbs/swissprot.  
 
dna% blastp -query rundc2.fa -db /dbs/swissprot -out rundc2.blastp 

 
The results of the blast search will be stored in the file rundc2.blastp.  
 
Examine the content of this file. Use the unix utilities that you worked with above 
to count the number of hits you get. (Hint: All lines in the first listing of hits start 
with 'sp', this could by captured with the regular expression ^sp). 
 
Q16. How many hits are there in the blast report? 
 
Q17. If you were to extract only the Swissprot identifiers from the BLAST file, 
what would be a suitable unix command?  
(I.e, from a line like  
sp|Q0VDF0.1|YS005_HUMAN  RecName: Full=...  37.0    0.029  
you want only the expression YS005_HUMAN 
 
 
If you have time: 
 
Take a file with the swissprot names from the exercise above and use it to 
retrieve all the corresponding Swissprot sequences. This may be done with the 
NCBI utility blastdbcmd: 
 
dna% blastdbcmd  -entry_batch [file_with_list_of_ids] -db [database name]  > output_file 
 
The database is in this case the same as you used before:  /dbs/swissprot 
 
 


